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Joshua Cohen’s book, Rousseau: a Free Community of Equals interprets Rousseauan 
political thought with the tools of analytical philosophy. It is part of a wider project 
of “translating” the works of early modern philosophers into contemporary 
academic speech. Moreover, together with Rawls’s Lectures on the History of 
Political Philosophy, Cohen’s book represents a radical turn in the interpretation of 
Rousseau’s philosophy. Similarly to Rawls, Cohen’s book seeks to challenge an older 
generation of Rousseau’s exegetes. Cohen‘s central thesis is that Rousseau’s 
philosophy does not represent the blueprint for a non-democratic oppressive 
society. For Cohen, Rousseau is the designer of a deliberative democracy composed 
of public-minded, free and equal citizens.  
 
The book is composed of five chapters, dedicated to explaining the main lines of 
Rousseauean thought. The first three chapters represent the investigation of 
Rousseau’s main political project: the society of the general will. In the first chapter, 
Cohen, like all interpreters of Rousseau departs from the fundamental problem: how 
can “each, while uniting himself with all, may still obey himself alone, and remain as 
free as before”? Cohen interprets this sentence as a description of the state of 
nature. The state of nature is composed of interdependent individuals who are 
interested in personal security and self-preservation and who possess a conception 
of the good. Since coordination is necessary, these individuals enter into civil 
society in order to satisfy their interests.  
 
Cohen describes and defends the society of the general will in the second chapter. 
He illustrates this society by its four characteristics: 1) the particular interest 
condition, 2) the common good condition, 3) the priority condition, and 4) the 
reasonable confidence condition. These can be summarized as: (1) individuals with 
private interests in security and self-preservation (2) share a non-aggregative 
conception of the common good (3) which they place above their private reasons 
when taking political decisions and (4) which they reasonably believe is embodied 
by the society’s institutions.  
 
In the third chapter, Cohen discusses the sovereignty of the general will. He 
interprets Rousseau as an opponent of legal positivism. According to Cohen’s 
rendition, Rousseau claims that a law (an expression of the general will) is just only if 
it advances the common good. Therefore, just laws cannot infringe on individual 
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liberties because individual rights are constitutive of the common good.  Thus, 
Cohen attempts to show that Rousseau’s rejection of the doctrine of natural rights 
does not undermine his commitment to individual liberties. The general will is 
formed by the deliberation of free and equal individuals who subordinate their 
private interests to the common good. Since the general will can only advance the 
common good, negative liberties cannot be infringed.  
 
The fourth chapter presents Rousseau’s psychological assumptions about human 
nature. Cohen describes and analyzes Rousseau’s doctrine of “the natural goodness 
of humanity”. If human beings are naturally good, then the society of general will is 
a feasible political project. Rousseau argues for the natural goodness of humanity by 
separating inclinations, which emerge out of instinct in the state of nature from 
beliefs, which are formed in society. If beliefs about one’s proper place in society are 
misguided because of extant social inequalities, then natural motivations will be 
corrupted. Rousseau argues that existent unequal societies pervert people’s natural 
inclinations and make them seek social positions of superiority. However, an 
institutional framework which allows people to recognize each other as equals will 
engender the appropriate conceptions of respect for fellow citizens.  
 
Finally, the fifth chapter discusses Rousseau’s institutional proposals. Cohen believes 
that, in Rousseau’s broader conception, direct democracy is not necessary. Rather, 
he interprets the Rousseauean texts as requiring institutions that engender in 
citizens the proper ordering of reasons. Citizens should place reasons of the 
common good above reasons of personal interest. This requirement is best, but not 
exclusively, met by direct democracy in popular assemblies. Other institutional 
arrangements such as imperative mandates for representatives can achieve the 
same goal. Therefore, Cohen argues that Rousseau’s ideas would be compatible 
with modern-day large societies.  
 
Two innovative concepts are employed by Cohen in response to those who interpret 
Rousseau as an anti-democrat. Firstly, Cohen sets out to answer the charges of those 
like Allan Bloom and Ernst Cassirer who argue that Rousseau demands the social 
engineering of citizens. Those who support this interpretation maintain that in order 
for Rousseau’s society to be feasible, all citizens must be indoctrinated to eliminate 
all personal wants and desires and to think only of the common good. Cohen replies 
by arguing for the distinction between “integration-through-unity” and 
“integration-through-ordering”. The first represents the Platonic type of 
integration, in which citizens abandon private interests completely. However, 
Cohen views Rousseau as requiring only the second, which could be considered as a 
weaker version of integration. Citizens would thus maintain their private interests, 
but subordinate them to the common good when making political decisions.  
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The second main argument against Rousseau addressed by Cohen is related to a 
famous passage about the total alienation of rights to the sovereign. Rousseau’s 
critics interpret this passage as the former’s abandonment of natural rights and the 
complete subordination of the individual to the collective will. However, Cohen 
disagrees with this approach.  He accepts that natural rights are abandoned when 
citizens enter civil society. However, he argues that individual rights will be 
preserved in the society of the general will. Rights will be conferred to the individual 
by the general will, and rights can only be claimed with reference to the content of 
the general will. Thus, the right to property will be protected, not because it is 
natural, but because the owner is the trustee of the general will. Cohen adds that, 
because of the particular interest condition, a considerable bundle of rights will be 
granted to the citizen.  
 
A weakness of this argument derives from Cohen’s underestimation of Rousseau’s 
claim about the sovereignty of the general will. Rousseau maintains that individuals 
will alienate their rights to the community only insofar as necessary for the 
community’s wellbeing. However, the sovereign community is the judge to what is 
necessary. Thus, Cohen fails to see that the complete subordination to the 
community can occur if a majority of citizens decides so.  
 
Overall, Cohen’s attempt to justify Rousseau’s ideas, leads to innovative 
understandings of the Social Contract and other works. The language of analytical 
philosophy is well employed. Clear and precise, the book is addressed to not only 
experts on Rousseau but also to those interested in philosophy in general.  
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Daniel Sandru 
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Alongside theories of democracy and the evolution of its forms from the 5th century 
B.C. there is a rich tradition of political reflection. The latter aims to reveal the 
functioning of such a regime at the often ignored level of common citizens. In the 
political theory of democracy, researchers distinguish between normative and 
empirical approaches. However, the above mentioned tradition seems to be less 
characterised by a methodological approach (be it normative or empirical), 
theoretical-political in nature, and more anthropologically oriented. In this 
direction, the most meaningful example seems to be Alexis de Tocqueville’s who, 
although seen as an outstanding theorist of democracy, may also be described as an 
“excursionist” in search of real, palpable democracy, of a democracy that is being 
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built every day, and whose main promoters are not politicians and government 
decision-makers but common people.  
 
Jeffrey Stout’s Blessed Are the Organized: Grassroots Democracy in America 
subscribes to this tradition of thought on democracy. The book focuses on the ways 
in which simple citizens build their own organizations, how they understand the 
relations of power within the social space, how they choose their leaders, treat their 
allies and opponents, and try and sometimes succeed in accomplishing their goals. 
Without pretending to configure a discourse able to perfectly cover all the aspects 
involved in the democratic practices of the contemporary societies, Stout claims 
that grassroots democracy is a democracy built in the context of daily reality. This 
process is enhanced by common people able to get organised based on a culture of 
association. Through these associations, they are most likely to become a force no 
longer ignored either by the governmental factors in a community or by the 
politicians who represent them formally in legislative structures. Such an approach 
starts precisely from the observation that democratic theory is too abstract to 
express the current realities threatening democratic organisation and that a 
credible alternative of explaining how democracy works supposes coming back to 
experience.  
 
The excursion proposed by Stout into the world of “democratic experience” is 
neither normative nor empirical methodologically. More likely, it is a story of 
democracy told by its leading actors, the citizens. Nevertheless, the journey is 
special, as stressed in the title of the book, and here again we notice de 
Tocqueville’s mark since it deals with grassroots democracy in America. The story 
develops “on the field” and extracts its elements from the testimonies of common 
people met on a road that begins in Katrina-stricken New Orleans, goes on to the 
Houston Astrodome, reaches the borders of Texas, moves to Arizona and California 
and ends in a synagogue in Marin County. Therefore, it is a story of democratic life 
in all these communities and, from this perspective, it is likely to be a magnet for 
readers who are the common citizens the book talks about as well as theorists of 
democracy, be they teachers, students or political decision-makers.  
 
Stout’s book recalls the anthropological journeys from the second half of the 19th 
century, but it remains perfectly grounded in the coordinates of current American 
society. The aspect that is particularly interesting is that Jeffrey Stout, the political 
“excursionist”, included communities in crisis in his journey into grassroots 
democracy. Thus, the approach is contextualised and is perspectivist as the author 
himself reckons in the introductive part of the book (p. xvi). He is not interested in 
issuing a neutral theory complying with epistemological positivism’s sense of 
objectivity but in observing, experiencing directly the reality of these communities, 
how common people manage to get organised under circumstances that represent 
real challenges. Of course, the elements of American associative culture have been 
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noticed since the early stages of democratic organisation in that country and 
explanations based on empirical measurements were provided by both democratic 
theorists and political scientists throughout the last century. But what Stout brings 
to our attention is that, beyond the measurable elements of that which, since 
Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba, bears the name of “civic culture”, there is a 
certain dimension of citizenship that needs to be rediscovered. And this dimension 
virtually points out to the initial signification of the term, which tells us that the 
citizen is the one who gets involved in the life of the community so that, along with 
others, they can pursue a common good.  
 
Thus, the limited understanding of citizenship, the purely administrative one, is 
abandoned and the political meaning of the term is forged. Stout illustrates very 
well this reality when he explains, for instance, how a Hispanic immigrant can be a 
citizen politically by getting involved in solving and managing community issues and 
by becoming an authority acknowledged within it, all the while lacking the legal 
and administrative papers of a US citizen. Subsequently, it may be said that, to the 
extent to which it attempts to highlight the political role of active citizenship and to 
reveal the forms of democratic organisation at the level of small communities, the 
book achieves its goal. In the same context, I believe it is important to mention that 
this study puts back to good use the anthropological method, materialised in an 
interpretative formula of understanding the relationships within the community 
framework and of explaining how common people can impose, owing to their 
organised activism, the authorities’ political accountability. The stress on this side of 
the approach becomes visible, for instance, when the author notes that “grassroots 
democracy is an evolving collection of practices intended to perfect the exercise of 
political responsibility by citizens in a republic that officially aspires to be 
democratic. As such, grassroots democracy is essentially social, as well as essentially 
embodied in action”.  
 
As the excursion proposed by the author is assumed, in the book’s subtitle, as one 
focussing exclusively on American society, it is difficult to say to what extent his 
observations are extendable to the level of a generally applicable theory. Of course, 
Jeffrey Stout does not proclaim this goal as one of the book’s objectives, his 
arguments in favour of democratic organisation focussing on the communities that, 
through the organisation of their citizens, are able to provide practical solutions to 
the issues of daily reality. Also highlighting the critical points of American society, 
the endeavour portrayed by the author in this study is an intellectually honest one 
and belongs to the line of research on the specific political culture of a given 
country, without aiming at configuring a comparative dimension. However, it can be 
a starting point for research that could eventually reveal the existence of various 
models of grassroots democracy belonging to different cultural spaces. Written in a 
dynamic style and insisting on the characters’ profiles, Stout’s book is a useful 
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supplement, with data specific to contemporary society, to the political 
anthropology studies whose main theme is how democratic communities function.  
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International relations, as a discipline, is concerned with the many and varied 
questions that arise through inter-state engagement. Some are trivial and fleeting, 
specific to a certain space and time and destined to only ever emerge as a sub-
specialty, perhaps with a small group of committed yet marginalised scholars 
pursuing answers to questions that most in the field will only ever consider of 
secondary or tertiary appeal. Some questions, though, are central to what this social 
science is about, perhaps none more so than questions of war and peace in 
international politics. International politics, so said John Mearsheimer, is a ruthless 
and dangerous business and there is no sector of that business more ruthless or 
dangerous than war. As a result, understanding why states enter into wars that have, 
in the last century alone, led to the collapse of empires, the subjugation of great 
powers and the destruction of man and his environment is essential, if only to 
mitigate the ruthlessness and danger and not solve it. In this disciplinary and 
historical context, Richard Ned Lebow’s Why Nations Fight: Past and Future Motives 
for War offers an argument that, if heeded, should teach theorists and practitioners 
of international affairs just how and why they continue to find themselves embroiled 
in conflict year after year. 
 
Lebow’s book is presented in seven chapters, including an introduction to his work 
and a thoughtful and reflective conclusion. The body of his work begins with an 
assessment of existing explanations for the occurrence of war (Chapter 2: Theories 
of War) followed by his key research findings on historical wars (Chapter 3: Theory 
and Propositions and Chapter 4: Data Set and Findings). Lebow follows his historical 
assessment of the causes of war with an assessment of the probable future causes 
and incidence of war in international politics. The fifth chapter (Interest and 
Security) clearly avoids specific prediction and instead engages in what Lebow 
terms “informed speculation” (p.132) about the likely continuation of the historical 
causal trends he has previously established, beginning with interest and security. 
The following chapter (Chapter 6: Standing and Revenge) considers the other two 
historical motives for war which between them are implicated in contributing to 
almost 70% of the wars in Lebow’s data set. A conclusion follows, summarising the 
research but also carefully limiting the study and warning against social scientists 
giving to much weight to proximate causes when theorising war. The volume is 
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completed with the inclusion of Lebow’s data set (pp.227-247) analysing 94 
international wars across more than 350 years and a complete bibliography. 
 
The significance of this study lies in Lebow establishing four primary motives for war 
in international politics. The first of these is interest, defined by Lebow as “a 
principal liberal motive…[that] refers to policies intended to maximise wealth” 
(p.107). Examples like the Gulf War of 1991 are offered but, reaching further back 
into international history, two of the Anglo-Dutch wars (1652 and 1665) and the 
Sino-Soviet conflict of 1929 are counted as wars motivated by interest. A second 
motive is standing, described as the “relative ranking among states” (p.108) and 
suggested by Lebow to be the most important cause of war. Indeed, Lebow would 
conclude that 58% of wars in the post-Westphalia period included standing as a 
motive (p.114) far outstripping interest (7%) and the two other motives he posits: 
revenge, “an expression of anger” (p.108), at 10% and security at 18%. Combined, 
then, Lebow contends that these four motives account for some 93% of all wars in 
the modern era, a finding that is challenging to both theoretical realists and liberals 
alike and is the key contribution of the book to the question of war and peace in 
international affairs. 
 
Neorealists, for example, will appreciate Lebow’s contention that standing and 
security are motives in three-quarters of all wars, yet their enthusiasm will be 
tempered by the significant proportion of wars motivated by revenge, which would 
likely fall under the classical realist’s human nature explanation for international 
action. Liberals can find solace in Lebow’s argument that war, as a political option to 
be exercised, is in decline; yet Lebow finds little of value in liberal arguments about 
the calming effects of institutions, the impacts of globalisation or within the 
democratic peace tradition that can be held to be playing a part in affecting the 
incidence of war (pp.203-210).  
 
Indeed, this volume challenges the reader to conclude that there may be elements 
of classical realism, structural realism, liberalism and constructivism that can be 
helpful but that no one theoretical approach to international politics is wholly 
capable of explaining the incidence and frequency of the recourse to war by nation-
states. Lebow’s work and its focus on motives rather than goals forces the reader to 
re-assess their notions of why wars occur, leaving aside – if only temporarily – the 
geography of battlefields, the weighing of success and failure and returning instead 
to a Clauswitzian idea of a rational continuation of politics by other means. Why 
Nations Fight will be of interest to theorists of international politics, scholars of war 
and peace and international historians seeking a new perspective and typology of 
the wars that have plagued the international system since Münster and Osnabrück 
gifted to the world the modern nation-state. 
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Applying “postmodern” and “public management” in one sentence, albeit one book 
title, is a challenge that editors John Fenwick and Janice McMillan acknowledge in 
their introduction (pp. 3-11) and concluding remarks (pp. 192-212) to this neat 
book which groups nine essays on public management by subject in the theory, 
application and resolution sections. The anthology collects essays by Wayne 
Parsons, Paul H.A. Frissen, Mark Evans, Andrew Massey, David Farnham, B. Guy 
Peters and Henrik P. Bang. Each author takes a distinctly different approach to 
solving the puzzle set out by the two editors of the book which belongs to the New 
Horizons in Public Policy series. 
 
The book starts by examining the term “postmodernism”, its implications to public 
management and gives an overview of the 20th century discourse on managing 
public institutions (part 1). Then, it delves into the minutiae of particular policy 
application, interactions of the bureaucrat and his or her role in the current public 
administrative practice (part 2). In the third part, the authors examine a new mode 
of public governance and provide the ground for moving beyond the orthodoxy of 
the “foundationalist” theory and practice in public policy and management which 
they criticize. 
 
The “postmodernist” edge that the editors and Wayne Parsons adopt is not a one-
way direction to the dead end of nihilism. In their understanding, it is not enough to 
provide a descriptive account without offering a new constructive perspective; they 
charge the reader to be analytical and the theory to be inspirational. In Parsons’s 
words, a postmodern analysis of public policy can lead to “a more critical, thicker 
and richer understanding of what human beings can achieve when they combine 
rational analysis with their capacities for imagination, intuition, ingenuity [...]” (p. 
34). 
 
Each of the authors, in their own way, admits to a common shortcoming in current 
public policy being the “missing narrative” in current analyses of public policy. Most 
prominently, Henrik P. Bang in his essay makes an observation regarding Barack 
Obama’s electoral campaign which had managed to mobilize the young voter who 
political scientists thought were disinterested in politics. Bang explains that 
Obama’s campaign managed to engage the voter at the personal level in “micro-
personal political activity” (p. 177). This, according to Bang, is an evidence that the 
political sphere can be a “lived experience” in a “reflexive political community” in 
which problems can be solved by participation (pp. 179-183). The practical lesson 
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for public management is, according to the editors, that activism, ethical values and 
sense-making of actors provides an effective solution to some of the paradoxes of 
determinist models of public policy theory in that the activism and creativity better 
interface with the constantly changing issues dealt with by the decentralised post-
welfare states. 
 
A narrative approach, praised by the editors, is based on tacit knowledge, 
understanding and actors’ own experience. In this, they seem to diverge from the 
New Public Management (NPM) philosophy which relies on implementing market 
principles within the management of public institutions to increase institutional 
efficiency. In a sense, the editors seem to point to one obvious shortcoming of the 
NPM philosophy: one can hardly implement market principles in an area where 
there is no competition by default. That is, the states do not compete with their 
services to draw citizenry in as much as, in contrast, FMCG producers lure customers 
to buy a chocolate bar from one or the other. What works perfectly with chocolate 
(increased efficiency, price competition) cannot work for public services. 
 
Instead, David Farnham notes that the performance of public administrators is 
increased by regular reviews, appraisals, monetary incentives, career development, 
promotion and other managerial tools. This new way of working is distinctly more 
individual than one under the traditional bureaucracy. B. Guy Peters goes further 
and claims that now the bureaucrats are faced with ambiguity and choices, 
previously unseen. This allows the public servant to reflect particular needs and 
policies and to provide nuanced responses. This however requires the public servant 
to attain new skills and engage in a “new governance”. As Andrew Massey notes in 
his essay, the public servant must aspire to operate ethically, beyond the boundaries 
of race, ethnicity, religion, culture and politics and to respect individual human 
rights. 
 
In theory, such an approach when taken to an extreme presupposes a system of 
governance without a centre, be it a power centre or even central and shared 
values. In his essay (pp. 39-63), Paul H.A. Frissen describes such a system which is far 
from the view of public administration as a “problem solving machine”. Frissen 
argues for an “aesthetic view of politics” rather than a system with goals and means 
handed down from the political representation. Noting that knowledge in social 
science is often inadequate and always related to concrete social contexts, Frissen 
seems to claim that an effective public servant needs to adopt a form of moral 
relativism (“amoral” in Frissen’s view) to be able to protect plurality and difference 
among the citizens. This finding is complemented by Mark Evans who examines 
policy transfers mainly in Anglo-Saxon countries. For him the key element is 
successful cross-cultural learning, cultural assimilation, simplicity and regard for 
indigenous practices which must be compatible, however, with the value system of 
the recipient organization and built on organizational strengths (p. 91). 
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The most challenging essay of the collection is Wayne Parsons’ (pp. 12-38) since it 
sets the collection’s theoretical tone. Parsons describes the current world as one in 
which  
 

there is no such thing as objective truth and in which the role of the expert is fiercely 
contested, grand narratives are dismissed and in which we just bring and show each 
other our truth, rather than laying claims to anything called ‘the truth’ or ‘the facts’ (p. 
33). 

 
Parsons seeks a new link between knowledge arrived at by the social sciences and 
the natural sciences, and he maintains his trust in technology to give humanity the 
ability to gather knowledge about the world which is too complex to be 
intentionally directed, steered, planned or controlled. 
 
The notion that holism in public policy is dangerously lacking in perspective 
permeates through the whole set of essays. This common theme, however, seems to 
neglect the distinction which Karl Popper made when he observed two kinds of 
holism in his Poverty of Historicism. Popper maintained (when citing Friedrich 
Hayek) that centralized power could not easily centralize the knowledge of 
individuals to make wise decisions. The incorrect belief that this can be done is only 
one kind of holism, and this kind of holism is referred to and rightfully criticized by 
Parsons, Fenwick and McMillan in the collection. Popper further argued that there 
was another kind of holism, one which sought to describe relations characteristic to 
a system made from particular agents; this view allows making prediction and 
managing some of the system’s characteristics. Overtly, neither Parsons nor the rest 
of the authors seem to make such an distinction. But perhaps the common ambition 
of these essays is different: charting new waters and introducing challenging 
observations. 
    
    
Jessica C.E. GienowJessica C.E. GienowJessica C.E. GienowJessica C.E. Gienow––––Hecht Hecht Hecht Hecht andandandand    Mark C. DonfMark C. DonfMark C. DonfMark C. Donfried ( eds.)ried ( eds.)ried ( eds.)ried ( eds.), , , , Searching for a Cultural Searching for a Cultural Searching for a Cultural Searching for a Cultural 
DiplomacyDiplomacyDiplomacyDiplomacy    ((((New York and Oxford: New York and Oxford: New York and Oxford: New York and Oxford: BBBBerghahn Books, erghahn Books, erghahn Books, erghahn Books, 2010)2010)2010)2010)    
 
Oana Elena Brânda 
University of Bucharest 
    
Cultural diplomacy is usually limited spatially to the European and American areas 
and is mostly investigated for the period of the Cold War. What the two editors 
intend to do is extend both the geographical and temporal limits to African and 
Asian continents as well as back to the middle of the 19th century, as is the Japanese 
case. What Jessica C.E. Gienow-Hecht and Mark C. Donfried attempt in this work is 
to offer a comprehensive view of the term ”cultural diplomacy” not only by looking 
at its multiple aspects, but also by offering throughout time and space various 
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examples of such a practice. As ”cultural diplomacy” is not only a term, but also a 
valuable practice employed by both state and non-state actors.  
 
The book is structured in four parts, comprising altogether 8 chapters and 
benefiting from a generous introduction by the two editors on this topic. It is in fact 
a collection of various articles and essays regarding what cultural diplomacy means 
in different areas and political regimes. For instance, two articles focus on Soviet 
cultural policy both at home and abroad, another one on Hungarian cultural 
diplomacy in the 1960’s, a fourth one on the attempts performed by the German 
and Polish societies during the Cold War to find a channel of communication, 
involving religion and then culture, another two center on Syria, Lebanon and the  
Middle East and French and American cultural approaches there in the 1950’s and 
1960’s and finally two essays draw on the Japanese case during the Meiji era and the 
first half of the 20th century. 
 
The introduction specifies from the very beginning the intentions of the authors, the 
purpose of the book and its desired public. “Our goal is to find a usable definition 
for cultural diplomacy and, also, establish teleology for the term beyond the 
parameters of the Cold War. As such, this book is designed for academics, students, 
public officials and laymen interested in the field of cultural diplomacy” (p. 3). 
However, what remains of this goal in the final product is hardly the same. 
 
Indeed, the editors set their minds to develop a definition of “cultural diplomacy”, 
by looking into the examples provided by heterogeneous essays on the matter; up 
to a certain point they achieved laudable results. The two chapters of the 
introduction provide the reader with all the technical tools necessary to evaluate 
what cultural diplomacy is, how it can be differentiated from propaganda, its life-
long adversary (as demonstrated in the essays concerning Soviet cultural policy and 
the French variant of cultural spreading in Syria and Lebanon). What is more, the 
editors clearly state what the characteristics of cultural diplomacy are and why it is 
called that. However, the editors refrain from drawing any conclusions from all the 
material they lay ahead of the reader. All the case studies are different and 
therefore, the perspectives are different also. Consequently, one would expect 
conclusion summing up all that has been presented throughout the book. Sadly, this 
does not happen and the entire skeleton put up together in the introduction is 
blown to dust in the end by the absence of such a conclusion. This would be a major 
drawback of the book: despite it’s highly academic documentation it appears 
unfinished to the naked eye. 
 
A positive aspect of the endeavor of the two editors is the idea of gathering up 
studies concerning different spaces and times in which cultural diplomacy or any 
kind of cultural policy similar to it has been performed. Each of these studies is 
perfectly structured and stress out its purpose precisely, without useless details.  
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Another asset of this work, and this time the praises go to the editors, is that fact 
that nothing is repetitive, although the American, German and Japanese cases are 
mentioned several times. Even though the space is the same, new aspects are 
constantly brought into discussion without forcing the reader ponder for a minute 
whether he read it before or not. Moreover, each event, person or place benefits 
from its specific frame, which makes the work appreciable even to laymen. Endnotes 
are rich in detail and references are more than sufficient for those who seek further 
reading.  
 
As far as drawbacks are concerned, only two are significant: the lack of an overall 
conclusion able to summarize the findings of the research and the fact that the 
intention specifically mentioned by the authors to go beyond the meanings of 
cultural diplomacy during the Cold War is not accomplished. All the studies refer 
either to the Cold War period or to pre-Cold War times (as is the case with 
Japanese cultural policy/diplomacy). Taking into account the conflicting nature of 
today’s international community an overview of what cultural diplomacy means and 
how it manifests itself in the 21st century is highly recommended.  
 
The articles of the book are all very well written; the lines of reasoning are fluid and 
are easily perceived. The tone is a neutral one: as the aim is to investigate and 
corroborate the information, the authors contributing to this volume refrained from 
becoming judgmental towards any of the practices and policies described. They all 
show an incredible knowledge on the topic discussed and, as a result, their handling 
of the topic is done in a most professional manner: the vocabulary is simple and 
well-chosen and the line of ideas presented at the beginning of each chapter is 
followed thoroughly. 
 
Overall, this volume indulges the reader with a delightful analysis of the term of 
“cultural diplomacy” which has nowadays become quite a phenomenon. Apart from 
the drawbacks that will be easily overcome in future editions of the book, this work 
represents a considerable effort of all the academics involved to clarify this concept 
and present the way it has been used during the past centuries. For both academics 
and laymen, this is useful reading concerning the topic and highly recommended for 
all those looking forward not only to find basic information, but also, interpretation, 
analysis and references. 
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Joseph A. Camilleri and Jim Falk,Joseph A. Camilleri and Jim Falk,Joseph A. Camilleri and Jim Falk,Joseph A. Camilleri and Jim Falk,    World in Transition: Evolving Governance across a World in Transition: Evolving Governance across a World in Transition: Evolving Governance across a World in Transition: Evolving Governance across a 
Stressed PlanetStressed PlanetStressed PlanetStressed Planet    ((((Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2009)Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2009)Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2009)Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2009)        
 
Emilian Kavalski 
University of Western Sydney  
 
The need to develop sustainable and resilient governance mechanisms has plagued 
scholars, policy-makers and publics for several decades. Traditionally, such 
frameworks for coordinated decision-making have been associated with the 
problem of war. Yet in recent years both the recognition of and the proliferation of 
complex challenges emerging from the interconnectedness between local and 
transnational realities, between markets, migration, trafficking, and social 
movements, and between pandemics, a looming energy crisis, and climate change 
have tested the ability to comprehend and address convincingly their turbulence. 
Such risks have disturbed not only the assumption of a predictable model of world 
politics, but equally importantly they have also unsettled the accepted ways in 
which international affairs have been explained and understood. In this respect, the 
study of global governance seems to have been undergoing an intense and 
oftentimes troubled reflection on the validity and relevance of its theories, 
methods, and propositions. At the same time, the proliferation of a diverse set of 
new (or previously overlooked) issues on the political stage has urged such 
reconsiderations of the study of politics to promptly produce explanatory 
frameworks that can offer germane responses to the emerging challenges. 
 
The complex reality of global life reveals sharp discontinuities to which modern, 
large-scale international actors (such as states and international organizations) are 
increasingly vulnerable. What appears to confound the imagination is the increase 
in uncertainty and randomness, which staggers decision-making rationality; in other 
words, it is “perennially vulnerable to failure” (p. 531). This is the context in which 
Joseph A. Camilleri and Jim Falk want to make an intervention. Their book proffers 
an original reconsideration of established governance models and practices, by 
pioneering an evolutionary approach to governance, prioritizing the enhancement 
of adaptive and reflexive modes of decentralized policy-making. Premised on the 
nexus between biological and cultural development of human societies, Camilleri 
and Falk emphasize the increasing “complexification” of global life. This process 
draws attention to a series of phase-transitions that animate the evolutionary 
process. According to the book’s analysis, the underlying characteristic of these 
different stages is the ever deepening “psychological reflexivity,” whose contextual 
interactions “give shape and content to the sociality and governance in each of the 
main phases that have thus far characterized the human trajectory” (p. 65). 
 
A central task of Camillieri and Falk’s endeavor is the development of resilient 
strategies that are able “to provide governance advice in the face of uncertainty” (p. 
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297). Such an effort reveals a marked departure from the traditional literature on 
global governance which tends to simplify the turbulence of global life for decision-
making tractability. The contention is that more often than not mainstream 
approaches distort the reality of complex challenges in order to suggest predictable 
and controllable models for their solution. By offering an alternative reading of the 
global governance problematic, Camillieri and Falk demonstrate that the 
simplifying discourses on global governance remain analytically frozen, while the 
dynamics of global life are not. Their claim is that during the twentieth century – 
and in particular in the wake of World War II – a whole range of economic, political, 
social, and cultural processes were unleashed which gradually contributed to the 
erosion of the institutional efficacy of states. This does not mean that states are no 
longer important actors on the world stage, but their centrality was no longer 
accepted as a given. 
 
Consequently, multilateral governance arrangements were consistently challenged 
by “the powerful pressures exerted by the market, and increasingly by civil society” 
(p. 144), which has led to the proliferation of ad-hoc arrangements, bottom-up 
approaches, and non-governmental agency in global life. The erudite account of 
Camillieri and Falk tackles directly this ever increasing complexity of global life. 
Thus, by developing an evolutionary perspective, their investigation is able to offer 
a meaningful engagement with the cognitive and policy multiplicity of global 
governance and its contexts. Their approach intimates governance mechanisms 
defined by the ability to cope with vulnerabilities, defy adversity, and construct new 
proficiency in response to the uncertainty, cognitive challenges, and complex risks 
emerging from the unpredictable alterations in global life. Moreover, Camillieri and 
Falk argue that the turbulence of current international patterns suggests the 
emergence of a “holoreflexive epoch” in human evolution. According to them, this 
new epoch reflects “a stage in human evolution that is for the first time distinctly 
possible, though by no means certain… [and which] characterizes and sustains 
several of the most significant normative, legal, and institutional shifts to have 
emerged during this period of transition” (p. 530). 
 
The breadth and scope of the Camillieri and Falk’s exploration makes it a valuable 
reference resource for anyone interested in the study of governance under the 
conditions of an uncertain global life. As the authors indicate the question of “how 
to devise a pathway for continuing human adaptation” has, is, and will always 
remain the central concern of societies and communities around the world. Yet, the 
response will vary from one place and time to another owing to different 
circumstances and challenges. In this respect, Camillieri and Falk’s endeavor offers a 
valuable indication of the ways in which current generations can engage 
meaningfully in designing resilient and sustainable governance mechanisms. In this 
respect, their book is likely to enrich the endeavors of both students and scholars of 
political science, history, philosophy, and governance studies. 
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Transition in Bosnia and Herzegovina Transition in Bosnia and Herzegovina Transition in Bosnia and Herzegovina Transition in Bosnia and Herzegovina (Sarajevo: University of Sarajevo(Sarajevo: University of Sarajevo(Sarajevo: University of Sarajevo(Sarajevo: University of Sarajevo, 2011), 2011), 2011), 2011)    
 
Maja Nenadović 
University of Amsterdam  
 
This edited volume brings together “the coming generation of Balkan social 
scientists” in an effort to open up discussion and shed light in various elements of 
Bosnia-Herzegovina’s troubled post-conflict transition processes. The book, like 
others focusing on the same subject, illustrates why Bosnia-Herzegovina (BiH) 
remains the most intriguing piece in the puzzle of Yugoslavia’s disintegration. In the 
most ethnically diverse republic of Yugoslavia, the particularly bloody conflict 
shocked the world that was watching in disbelief as international community 
scrambled to respond to the escalating crisis. The Dayton Peace Agreement put an 
end to the war but put into place a dysfunctional political system fashioned with 
consociational characteristics that resulted in ethnicization of politics, education 
and just about every other aspect of life in the country. Finally, the unprecedented 
international intervention that culminated in the institution of ‘international 
administration’, as embodied by the Office of the High Representative (OHR), made 
BiH the ‘perfect’ social experiment in the making. As an extreme or crucial case 
study, it attracted hordes of social scientists analyzing peace building, intervention, 
state building, nation-building and post-conflict reconstruction. With the 
international administration now in its sixteenth year of presence on the ground and 
with the political situation spiraling out of control to the point of talk among 
(nationalist) political elites of renewed conflict, it is not difficult to understand why 
the country is a mess that continues to fascinate.  
 
Most scholarly accounts of the country, for reasons just presented, tend to get 
bogged down in the ‘diagnosing the problem’ stage, rarely offering policy 
recommendations or suggestions on how to break out of the stalemated status quo. 
However, these quests to assign the blame or pinpoint the ultimate cause of the 
troubled situation in the country or the reason behind international community’s 
inability to ‘administer’ the BiH’s post-conflict democratization processes often fall 
prey to circular reasoning. How does the volume by Sarajlić and Marko fare in this 
respect? Does the “new generation of Balkan social scientists” offer new 
information or fresh perspective on BiH’s troubled political transition? The 
introductory chapter by Sarajlić offers an excellent overview of cognitive, epistemic 
and methodological challenges in studying the BiH transition and correctly points 
out that conceptual boundaries (an example of which can be found in the civic 
versus ethnic nationalism dichotomy) stand in the way of political reform of the 
country. Sarajlić goes on to inflate readers’ expectations by pointing out that what is 
needed are “conceptual tools and political means to envisage Bosnia and 
Herzegovina beyond the mold of the nation-state” (p.18), as well as “a shift in 
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political thinking.” (p.19) However, he finishes the introductory chapter by setting a 
far more modest goal for the volume: “to open up certain questions, indicate certain 
problems” and offer opportunity to engage in discussion with the coming 
generation of Balkan social scientists. (p.20) 
 
The book offers investigations in the spheres of state, society and culture. Sead 
Turčalo’s chapter summarizes some of the main literature in the field of 
statebuilding and its conclusion echoes Roland Paris’ that promoting empty forms 
does not lead to liberal democratic substance or norms within those institutions. As 
a review, this chapter offers a useful starting point to the discussion of external 
actor role in BiH post-conflict transition. Mateja Peter goes on to provide the 
analysis of international conceptions of state building by comparing different High 
Representatives’ priorities during their time in power. This chapter provides a useful 
narrative of different High Representatives’ goals and behavior while leading the 
OHR and illustrates well the shifting of the state building visions as well as the 
support and lack thereof from the side of the Peace Implementation Council. She 
concludes that, “Priorities and visions of the international community…greatly 
circumscribed the opportunities for the local subjects to translate their visions of 
state and nation into practice.” (p.60) However, some may disagree and point out 
that local political elites have fashioned the country into precisely the kind of 
state/nation they envisioned, despite the presence and interventions of the 
international administration.  
 
Adnan Huskić is equally if not more pessimistic than Peter as he sets out to explain 
“the failure of state-building in Bosnia and Herzegovina”. Pointing to the paradox of 
parallel state building and democratization processes, this chapter returns to the 
analysis of faults in the Dayton Peace Agreement and the mistake of premature 
post-conflict elections that legitimized and entrenched war-mongering nationalist 
parties in powerful positions. Even though well written, this chapter is a good 
example of an analysis bogged down in assigning blame and in critiquing Dayton 
and the 1996 elections – which few authors defend – it fails to offer new insights on 
the matter. Ivana Howard’s analysis of mistakes in supporting civil society 
development summarizes the main critiques of this endeavor, also offering local or 
recipients’ perspective on the flaws in this process. Her conclusion goes a step 
further and offers a set of recommendations. However, these recommendations ( 
“donors must learn and be willing to change,” “they must learn to communicate,” 
“donors should learn how to respect their local partners,” p.118-119) lack 
operationalization. The final two chapters which focus on culture analyze the 
subjects that have not received as much attention as political elites, international 
administration and civil society in BiH: public holidays and the role of religious 
communities. Nataša Bošković’s chapter is well argued and demonstrates how 
through regulation of public holidays, political elites in BiH have institutionalized 
the precedence of ethnic identity instead of promoting individual citizens’ rights 
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and acknowledging the multiethnic composition of the country. The chapter by 
Tatjana Ljubić and Davor Marko provides an excellent illustration of religious 
communities’ interference in both educational and electoral processes and how the 
‘synergy’ between political and religious elites has hampered the democratization of 
the country. This final contribution is especially relevant taking into account the 
recent toxic backlash of religious figures against the government efforts to exclude 
religious teaching grade from students’ overall GPA. (April-May 2011) 
 
The overall impression of the book is that it reaches the goal that Sarajlić set 
initially: relevant issues were discussed, and some of the chapters provided original 
insights and added dimensions to existing analyses. However, as Sarajlić himself 
pointed out in the beginning, what is needed to further the discussion on BiH in an 
effort to break out of the political stalemate is a change of paradigm or a shift in our 
thinking about the local and international actors and their roles in the challenging 
BiH transition processes. As long as this conceptual shift is lacking, accounts of BiH 
and its problems will continue to leave readers frustrated, dissatisfied and wanting 
more.   
 
 
Rajah Rasiah and Johannes Dragsbaek Schmidt (eds.),Rajah Rasiah and Johannes Dragsbaek Schmidt (eds.),Rajah Rasiah and Johannes Dragsbaek Schmidt (eds.),Rajah Rasiah and Johannes Dragsbaek Schmidt (eds.),    The New Political Economy of The New Political Economy of The New Political Economy of The New Political Economy of 
Southeast Asia. Southeast Asia. Southeast Asia. Southeast Asia. (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar(Cheltenham: Edward Elgar(Cheltenham: Edward Elgar(Cheltenham: Edward Elgar    PublishingPublishingPublishingPublishing,,,,    2010)2010)2010)2010)    
 
Salvador Santino Regilme Jr. 
Freie Universität Berlin 
 
Southeast Asia has recently been dubbed as one of the world’s fastest rising 
economic hubs. Although it has some countries that offer exemplary stories fromthe 
East Asian economic miracle, the region also has its share of middle-income and 
low-income countries beset with grave problems in their respective political 
economies such as endemic poverty, environmental challenges and economic 
governance issues. Notwithstanding that the region is indeed a fascinating focal 
point for the analysis of emerging political economies, there appears to be a 
vacuum in Asian studies scholarship on a comprehensively-written volume 
examining political-economic change of the countries from a distinctive regionalist 
perspective which justifiably abandons the country-by-country analytic approach. 
More particularly, this means that it considers the entirety of Southeast Asia as a 
focal unit of analytic-scholarly endeavor, rather than examining each country in the 
region – with the latter task usually ending up in a mere stockpiling of case studies. 
 
Filling successfully such a gap, The New Political Economy of Southeast Asia aims to 
provide a compelling scholarly examination of the most crucial contemporary issues 
in region’s political economy. By exhaustively and eloquently highlighting the 
weaknesses and limitations of previous analytical approaches (neo-classical; state-
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capital; classical Marxist; neo-Marxist) in analyzing the rapid socio-economic 
transformations in the region, the volume advocates and utilizes an 
“interdisciplinary approach” (see pp. 20-27) that is intended to view regional 
political economy as a task for various disciplines to offer their own insightful 
perspectives in tackling exigent regional dilemmas such as “poverty, distribution, 
the environment and civil society” (p.23). Moreover, in methodological terms, the 
book’s over-arching proposition is the need to deem Southeast Asia in its holistic 
entirety through re-conceiving it as an investigative unit of inquiry; consequently 
considering its constitutive features and interconnectedness with the global 
political economy. In so doing, it attempts ambitiously to undercover the profundity 
of effects of the global political-economic variables on the individual Southeast 
Asian political economies.  
 
Not including the introductory section written by the editors, the volume is 
composed of seven substantive chapters that include the following: industrialization 
policies in the second-tier newly-industrializing economies (Rasiah); recovery and 
reform policies in the post-1997 economic crisis (Dixon); distributional and equity 
issues of Southeast Asian economic growth (Chowdhury & Islam); the existence of 
feeble industrial relations and labour market conditions particularly on those 
national economies that are heavily dependent on transnational companies 
(Ofreneo & Wad); environmental costs of current urban and industrial development 
in key Southeast Asian countries (Sonnenfeld & Mol); role and impact of the civil 
society on conflicts over distributional, equity and resource-related issues(Schmidt); 
and lastly, an analysis of the creation of free-trade agreements in some key 
countries in the region (Das & Chongvilaivan).  
 
Notably, this compendium of articles is likely to be of interest for students and 
scholars alike who are trying to comprehend the recent socio-political and 
economic changes that have occurred in the region. More particularly, it effectively 
responds to a critical demand in the Asian studies scholarship for a thorough yet 
theoretically-grounded primer on the most critical and timely issues of the region’s 
political economy. To a large extent, it succeeds with much remarkable perspicacity 
in being able to characterize the political-economic phenomena that spreads much 
across the region, and, consequently, to highlight the most probable underlying 
explanatory narratives that account for the region-wide patterns of political-
economic change. 
 
In addition, this particular volume’s notable strengths can be outlined as follows. 
First, it was able to persuasively argue for a need in adhering to a strong sense of 
interdisciplinarity in examining issues of political economy in the region. Such was 
the case while being able to point out the inherent analytical-methodological 
limitations of other approaches that parochially favor either an extremely strong 
disciplinary bias or a narrowly-defined ideologically-grounded framework of 
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understanding. The editors’ seemingly ambitious goal of being able to offer a 
comprehensive volume on contemporary Southeast Asian political economy has 
been thoroughly matched by coming up with this scholarly compendium that is 
devoid of a parochial disciplinary bias in embarking upon an investigative inquiry of 
multifaceted issues such as poverty, industrialization, economic crises and 
environmental problems. Indubitably, these multifaceted problems require the 
analytic flexibility in that the volume’s authors were able to successfully justify that 
an interdisciplinary approach was best, something that previous scholarly endeavors 
have failed to vigorously advocate and utilize. It goes without saying that such 
interdisciplinarity is not only reflected in the analyses unleashed in the volume, but 
also from the various disciplinary affiliations of the contributors themselves.  
 
Second, the edited volume is also commendable for being able to characterize the 
underlying patterns and dynamics of political-economic changes with its topical 
approach, which is, selecting those timely and relevant regional issues such as 
poverty, industrialization and distributional issues pertaining to economic growth.  
Nonetheless, it may be keenly suggested that future editions of this volume should 
indispensably include a special chapter pertaining to China’s growth and its 
profound impact to Southeast Asian political economy, both as a region and within 
its respective key national economies. Also, it is noted that one of the key notions 
upheld by the editors was to show the global linkages of the region’s political 
economies, but a deeper and much more extensive discussion of global economic 
issues (e.g. the financial crisis in the U.S.; increased European integration; among 
many others) should have been consciously integrated in the analyses undertaken in 
each of the contributions. 

 
Conclusively, The New Political Economy of Southeast Asia is a praiseworthy 
interdisciplinary scholarly survey of contemporary political economy of one of the 
most dynamic economic hubs of the world. It is a highly-recommended reading not 
only for advanced scholars of Asian studies who hope to build upon the 
theoretically-oriented and empirically-grounded analyses advocated in this volume, 
but also for students and interested individuals who are deeply interested in 
Southeast Asia, or more broadly, on the study of regional and national economies 
vis-à-vis their constitutive property of being globally embedded. Future scholarly 
endeavors in the social sciences dealing with the study of Southeast Asian political 
economy are strongly encouraged to build upon the findings uncovered in the 
volume’s interdisciplinary-oriented analyses, as well as to be more conscious of 
uncovering the multi-dimensional linkages between the global and regional 
political economies.  
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Lina Klymenko 
University of Eastern Finland 
 
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia’s transformation has been an object of 
study by scholars of transition studies. The challenges of political, economic, and 
nation-building processes occurring in post-Soviet Russia have sparked numerous 
scholarly debates, and with the comeback of Russia in international politics, the 
interest of scholars in the societal and political developments of that country 
became even more pronounced. Michael’s Urban recent book contributes to the 
body of existing scholarly literature on Russia’s post-Soviet transformation and, due 
to its alternative conceptual framework, the book presents an interesting and 
thought-provoking study of the Russian society and politics. 
 
The book centers on the political culture of the Russian political elite. In his 
approach to studying Russian political culture, the author proceeds as follows. In the 
first chapter (Introduction), the author starts off with an overview over the 
conceptual framework of his study, laying out the concepts of political culture and 
political discourse. He conceptualizes political culture as a discursive formation, in 
which political elites construct their realities (cultures of power) through 
communication. The investigation of these cultures of power is based on the analysis 
of narratives of the Russian political elite, with a particular focus on the language 
that Russian politicians use to describe the world of politics and their personal place 
therein. In analyzing the political discourse of the Russian political elite, the author 
focuses on four aspects of the political discourse, namely morality, community, 
approval (law), and competence. He applies a discourse analysis to thirty-four 
interviews with Russian politicians, revolving about their political careers, their 
influence on political events in the country, their principles of successfully realizing 
political goals, the personal qualities that they associate with success in politics, the 
role of moral principles, and their involvement in the events of August 1991 and the 
Belovezh Accords. The interview partners were governmental ministers, leaders of 
political parties, parliamentary deputies, and officials from the Presidential 
Administrations that served during the eras of Gorbachev, Yeltsin, and Putin. 
 
In the second chapter (Social Relations), the author develops a model of social 
relations in Russia, in which the political discourse that is to be investigated is 
embedded. The author contrasts the conventional model of civil society found in 
Western democracies to a specific Russian pattern of civil society as conceptualized 
in some academic works on Russia. The Western democratic model identifies civic 
associations as the dominant organizational form of the civil society, characterized 
by economic capital, weak ties among actors, specific focus of collective actions, 
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generalized social capital, and a strong rule of law. In contrast, the Russian civil 
society model constructed by the author is associated with different attributes: an 
informal network with social and cultural capital, strong ties among actors, a diffuse 
focus of the collective actions, particularized social capital, and a weak state. 
 
In the subsequent three chapters (Community, Morality, and Competence), the 
author turns to exploring the discursive construction of the categories community, 
morality (and law), and competence, which appear in narratives of the Russian 
political elite within the Russian social relations framework as conceptualized by the 
author in the previous chapter. Here, the discourse of community is centered about 
the discussion of two distinct categories, state and society (people), the discourse of 
morality (and law) involves two different types of responders, moralists and 
pragmatists, and the discourse of competence (professionalism) is disaggregated in 
the discourse of professionals in politics and the discourse of professional 
politicians. 
 
In the subsequent chapter (Revolution), the author analyzes the complexity of the 
above-discussed elements of the political discourse by focusing on the responders’ 
recollections and assessments concerning the Russian anti-communist revolution 
(the failed Soviet coup d’état in 1991). Here, the elements of a political discourse 
(morality, community, approval (law), and competence) are examined 
simultaneously in order to show how the discourse elements in narratives on 
revolution are configured, and how certain elements express saliency and muteness. 
The discourse of the revolution is investigated through two notions: the emergence 
of the Russian state, and the socio-economic transformation that appears to be 
activated by the responders. 
 
In his final chapter (Conclusion), the author presents a summary of his research on 
the political discourse in Russia. In his findings, he advocates for the idea that the 
elements of the political discourse (morality, community, approval, and 
competence) do not represent separate entities, but are intertwined in the political 
communication. The Russian model of civil society, as developed by the author in 
the second chapter, is to a large extent congruent with the narratives of the Russian 
politicians. In the understanding of the responders, the “law” signifies a formal 
general instruction from people in the office. Citizens, in their perception of 
“community”, are marginalized and characterized by politicians as either a receiver 
of benefits or a degraded mass. “Loyalty” as a category of the morality discourse 
concerns the loyalty to those politicians with whom the relations of “clans” and 
“teams” were established. “Competence”, in terms of professionalism, is seen either 
as knowledge that politicians bring to the government from their previous work 
places, or as the ability to achieve results in the world of politics. In this last part of 
his book, the author argues that his findings have two broad implications: for the 
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persistence of authoritarianism in Russia and for methodology in comparative 
politics. 
 
Michael Urban’s study is highly interesting due to his unconventional approach to 
investigating politics. By combining an innovative conceptual framework with a 
wealth of empirical material, the study is a strong contribution to a better 
understanding of the Russian society and politics. The author’s direct quotations 
from interviews with Russian politicians in the book turn out to be an excellent 
writing strategy since they make the research findings visible and comprehensible. A 
significant part of the study’s value is rooted in the original research based on 
interviews with Russian politicians. Scholars who deal with the exploration of 
Russian politics are certainly aware of the challenges that field work in Russia 
presents. 
 
Furthermore, the book is a thought-provoking study for students of comparative 
politics. The study reveals challenges that scholars might face when dealing with the 
constructivist research paradigm. Since the constructivist approach is subjective and 
involves context-specific understanding of phenomena, it remains a challenge for 
scholars to combine the constructivist approach with normative positivist concepts 
in studies on democracy and authoritarianism. In this context, an average reader 
might find it difficult to follow how the author presents the concepts of political 
culture, language, discourse, and narrative in order to build a coherent theoretical 
framework of the study. Therefore, the book is recommendable for an academic 
audience rather than for the broad public. 
 
 
Simon Teune (ed.) Simon Teune (ed.) Simon Teune (ed.) Simon Teune (ed.) The Transnational Condition: Protest dynamics in an entangled The Transnational Condition: Protest dynamics in an entangled The Transnational Condition: Protest dynamics in an entangled The Transnational Condition: Protest dynamics in an entangled 
Europe Europe Europe Europe (New York and Oxford:: Berghahn Books, 2010)(New York and Oxford:: Berghahn Books, 2010)(New York and Oxford:: Berghahn Books, 2010)(New York and Oxford:: Berghahn Books, 2010)    
    
Simon McMahon 
King’s College London 
 
The Transnational Condition represents a valuable development of the academic 
literature on social movements and transnationalism. The objective of Simon Teune 
has been to “take protests in Europe as an example for the crosscutting relevance of 
transnational exchanges” (p. 2). Protest and activism act as a lens through which we 
are able to explore how local, national and global (or European) levels of social 
relations are shaped and integrated. Although the conceptualisation of 
‘transnationalism’ as a set of “pluri-local relations of entanglement beyond national 
borders” (ibid.) initially seems somewhat vague and imprecise, the case studies that 
complete the edition clearly illustrate how a tighter definition of boundaries 
between these levels would fail to capture the fluid and dynamic nature of cross-
border exchanges across them. In summary, the editor has brought together a range 
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of texts that successfully “expands the depth of academic focus with reference to 
political processes on the European continent” (p. 12), whilst also presenting 
academics of social movements, European integration and communication studies 
with new avenues for investigation. The result is a collection of studies that does not 
only inform about the topic at hand, but offers analytical tools for the future 
development of the field. 
 
The book is structured into four sections that cover the different organisational 
levels of protest movements in Europe. The first approaches the micro-level of 
individual activists and organisations through case studies of participants in 
European Social Forums and Global Justice Movements, finding that in many 
circumstances national-level structures and cultural characteristics shape the 
composition of and interaction between groups on the European or global level. 
The second section takes transnational networks and public spheres as a meso-level 
of mobilisation. Christoph Haug argues soundly for a study of public spheres within 
social movements, in contrast to the elite-biased studies of European public 
spheres, in order to grasp the dynamic of Europeanisation “from below” in civil 
society across Europe and for political practitioners to avoid the reproduction of 
established power structures (p. 71). Nicole Doerr’s case study of the preparatory 
assemblies of the European Social Forum provides a particularly clear example of 
how these power structures contribute to inequalities between nationality groups 
within transnational social movements. The third section on the macro-level of 
protest and societal systems builds on this idea of tying civil society organisations 
and movements into studies of processes of European integration.  
 
Donatella Della Porta offers an interpretation of ‘critical Europeanism’ and the 
development of a ‘Europe from below’ through democratic activism and protest, the 
technicalities and conceptual challenges of which are explored by Thomas Olesen in 
his subsequent chapter on porous publics (complementing Haug’s piece on public 
spheres in protest assemblies, see chapter 3). The final section confronts the reader 
with three chapters on theoretical and methodological questions arising from the 
study of transnational protest. Here it is the final chapter from Jackie Smith and 
Rachel Kutz-Flamenbaum that perhaps provides the greatest novelty by adopting a 
critical stance towards the protest research field, arguing that the routine 
application of theories in previous protest research is not only scientifically 
problematic but also fails to contribute to the political struggles that transnational 
movements are engaged in. 
 
Central to the book’s appeal is its variety and diversity. There is a range of authors 
from established academics to PhD candidates and a balance is struck between 
chapters on theory, methodology and empirical case studies which renders the 
edition useful for academics, researchers and students of social movements. Also, 
similar to the border-defying nature of transnationalism, the academic relevance of 
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this book cuts across disciplinary boundaries. One topic which represents the 
cohesion between chapters as well as the wide-reaching academic relevance is that 
of ‘Europe from below’, covered in the meso- and macro-level analyses. The 
argument that democratic activism and protest are building 'Europe' from the 
perspective of civil society offers a new direction for academics of the integration of 
the European Union, going beyond the institutionalist and IR-realist dominated 
approaches that have previously ruled the topic. Here we find an alternative to the 
view that Europe is defined by bureaucrats, heads of nation-states and market-
based interest groups in Brussels. We are shown instead how individuals, groups and 
networks organise around specific issues and a shared moral claim for justice. For 
Haug and Olesen, the process of Europeanisation from below does not consist 
simply of political institution building and market liberalisation, as does 
Europeanisation ‘from above’, but rather signifies the development of a 
transnational space of communication and information exchange.  
 
Olesen further argues that for a public to be transnational – or European – it does 
not have to be uniform in content and form, but can instead be composed of 
national spheres that are sufficiently porous to enable the exchange of information 
across each other. In this way ‘the transnational public sphere is not something 
constantly ‘out there’, it comes and goes because it always emerges on the back of 
specific issues that for one reason or the other acquire transnational resonance’ (p. 
142). Thus the project of a Europe from below is envisaged as a process of 
interconnecting local, national and transnational spheres of communication around 
specific issues. This vision of integration pushes us beyond the national-
supranational dichotomy that has dogged the history of European studies. 
Furthermore, such a view vindicates Teune’s original conceptualisation of 
transnationalism as entangled pluri-local spaces. 
 
However, readers should also be aware of the limitations to the book. Despite being 
presented as a study of transnational protest, the focus is principally on European 
Social Forums and Global Justice activism in liberal democracies. This skew in the 
case selection is noted by Teune in the introduction, who justifies it by clarifying 
that the focus of the book is European, rather than global, protest. Yet the range of 
empirical cases is also lacking in local-level analyses, despite the fact that 
throughout the book the relationship between the local, the national and the global 
is presented as central to the nature of transnational protest. Indeed, the object of 
study in the chapters on the micro-level is not the local level of transnational 
protest, but rather the individual experience of large-scale macro-level protest 
movements. This area of study can benefit, on the one hand, from studies of 
migration and ethnic relations that have already attempted to confront the task of 
bringing grassroots organisations, networks and discourses into an understanding of 
wider political and social processes. On the other hand, the practice of cross-border 
activism by individuals, small groups and decentralised networks such as the French-
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based La Rage du Peuple can provide case studies that permit greater exploration of 
the role of the local in the diffusion of global values, attitudes and perceptions, and 
vice versa, how a wider moral claim for global justice to is transposed onto specific 
issue claims in local situations. 
 
In summary, Simon Teune has gathered a selection of studies that contribute 
positively to the study of protest and transnationalism in Europe. The conceptual 
and empirical analyses are thorough and will be appreciated by researchers, 
students and activists alike.  
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